
Digital painting intro: Flower 
Mrs Ras



Find a high res pic of a flower.  Try to find one more 
on the simple side. 



Create a new file in photoshop…. Letter Sized
The edit > paste



Edit> Free Transform  to resize your image  DO NOT 
WARP!!!



Right clip on the flower layer and Duplicate your 
layer



On the top layer 
image> adjustment> black and white



Right click on the black and white flower layer and 
Duplicate the layer



On the new layer
Image> adjustment > invert



On the inverted layer change the layer mode from normal to 
Color Dodge.   You screen will go white …. It’s ok



On the top layer
Filter> blur> gaussian Blur



Choose around 8 pixels



Using your shift key click on both black and white 
layer



Right click on the two selected layers and Merge 
Layers



Now if you want a darker line drawing layer duplicate 
your line layer and choose multiply on duplicated 
layer.  Merge all line layers when happy



Change the Lines layer Mode to Multiply
Add a new layer below



Duplicate the flower reference layer
Then on one of layers 
Image> adjustment > posterize



Click onto the blank layer then
Choose the paint brush tool
Make sure the harness is at 100 and opacity is at 100



By pressing ALT on while on the paintbrush you will 
get the eyedropper tool 

Select the color of the
Color of area you are 
Going to paint

Hint* i suggest painting 
Petal by petal



Let go of alt 
And begin painting right 
were the  area that u just 
selected the color



Continue to paint in each petal until you fill the whole 
flower



Now lets blend
Change the opacity 
(30 or bellow) and 
hardness of your 
brush to 0.

By selecting the 
colors and begin to go 
over the edges of the 
color blocking until it 
appears smooth! 



Hint* you may 
want to use the 
poly lasso tool 
to select a 
pedal you are 
going work on.  
Ie blend



Blended 
and smooth



Once blended and 
smooth 

Add a layer at the 
bottom and using the 
paint bucket tool give 
the background a 
color



Now go find a subte 
image like paper texture 
or old writing, or just 
lighting effects  to give 
your picture an overlay

Copy image



edit> paste 
Edit> free transform

Drag the layer to the top



Change the 
layer mode 
until you get a 
desired effect

DO NOT 
OVERWHELM 
YOUR 
PAINTING!!!



Now Like 
Georgia 
O'keefe we 
are going to 
zoom in and 
crop our 
image so that 
our flowers 
touch and go 
off at least 2 
edges



Fin


